Computable general equilibrium modeling requires a consistent and coherent benchmark data set, which are generally organized in the form of a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM). These data generally come from quite diverse sources and correspond to different periods of time. As a result, they often present inconsistencies. We present a simple computer program that makes it possible to reconcile this information in order to balance a SAM. The program minimizes the changes to the base data using various optimizing techniques, including cross-entropy and least squares. The program is an attractive and easy alternative to the arbitrary and time-consuming manual and other methods generally used to balance SAMs.
Introduction
Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) modeling and Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) based research requires the use of the most recent economic data available in a coherent framework. However, these data generally come from quite diverse sources -e.g. input-output tables, national accounting data, household surveys, firm surveys, labor market surveys, government accounts, international trade accounts, etc. -and correspond to different periods of time. For example, input-output data are generally prepared every five years or more, whereas national data on income, production, trade, etc. are generated annually. In some cases, it is possible to start with an existing SAM, which is then updated using new data. In other cases, the SAM must be constructed in its entirety. "The problem in estimating a disaggregated SAM for a recent year is to find an efficient (and cost-effective) ways to incorporate and reconcile information from a variety of sources, including data from the prior years" .
In the next section, we present a literature review on some commonly used approaches for balancing a SAM. The second section of the paper presents a program that implements the most desirable of these approaches.
The RAS Method
RAS is a widely used methodology to balance SAMs. It is used when new information on the matrix row and column sums becomes available and we want to update an existing matrix. The problem is to generate a new nXn matrix A 1 from an existing matrix A 0 of the same dimension while respecting new given row and column totals, by applying row and column multipliers, r and s respectively. The (2n-1) unknown multipliers are determined by the (2n-1) independent row and column restrictions using an iterative adjustment procedure.
Define T as a matrix of SAM transactions, where t ij is a cell value that satisfies the condition: In what follows, subscripts 0,1,2… refer to iteration steps and (^) is used for new column or row values.
-Step 1:
Bacharach shows that this « RAS » method works in that a unique set of positive multipliers (normalized) exists that satisfies the biproportionality condition and that the elements of R * and S * can be found by a simple iterative procedure. For the method to work, the matrix must be "connected", which is a generalization of the notion of "indecomposable" (Bacharach, 1970, p. 47) . For example, this method fails when a column or row of zero exists because it cannot be proportionately adjusted to sum to a non-zero number. Note also that the matrix need not be square. The method can be applied to any matrix with known row and column sums. This process is continued until the iterations converge. We can summarize these steps by: , , ,...
When there is a solution, the RAS method has the advantage of being simple to apply. But, this simplicity has many disadvantages: (1) a lack of economic foundations, (2) inability to accommodate other sources of data than those on row and column totals, for example we cannot fix new cell values that we suppose are accurately measured. Because of these disadvantages, many researchers prefer use the more flexible cross-entropy method.
The Cross-Entropy Method
The cross-entropy approach was first applied to SAM balancing by Sherman Robinson and colleagues at IFPRI (Robinson, Cattaneo and El-Said, 1998; Robillard and Robinson, 1999; Robinson, Cattaneo and El-Said, 2000; . It is based on information theory developed by Shannon (1948) and applied to the problem of estimation and statistical inference by Jaynes (1957) . Theils (1967) brought the approach to economics. 3 The estimation procedure is to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (1951) cross-entropy measure of the distance between the new and the prior estimated probabilities. That is to minimize the "additional" set of information brought into 1 X comparatively to the prior set 0 X . Applied to the procedure of updating a SAM, the problem is to find a new SAM X 
where the last term is a constant.
, the right hand side is not necessarily non negative."
Comparing Cross-Entropy and RAS Methods
Günlük-Senesen and Bates (1988) and others have shown that RAS method is very close to a problem involving the minimization of
, subject to known row and column sum constraints. The RAS method has been extended to accommodate uncertainty in the row and column totals, as well as negative cell values.
In essence, the cross-entropy method is formally similar to the generalized RAS method, which we saw earlier uses an entropy-based minimand and a constraint set appropriate to a "type 1 5 " balancing problem. However there are some significant differences and additional complexities. The solution is obtained by defining and solving the Lagrangian for the above problem:
The first-order conditions are:
The outcome combines the information from the data and the prior: 
for the odd rank of values K , , , In summary, the cross-entropy method has the advantage of allowing the user to fix cell values in addition to row and column totals. Also, it is more obvious to find a solution to problem using CE method. (JOHN: What do you mean by more "obvious"?)
Other Methods

Ordinary Least Squares
Just as the cross-entropy method is similar to the maximum likelihood approach in econometrics, an approach similar to Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation can be used. The method is based on the Hildreth and Houck (1968) 
Stone-Byron Method
Jeffery Round (2001, p.zzz) notes that: "Another method, which is analogous to the method of restricted least squares, was first discussed in a SAM context by Stone (1977) , although it was suggested many years previously by Stone, Champernowne and Meade (1942) for adjusting more general sets of social accounting estimates". However, only with modern computing capacity has the method become a practical proposition (Byron, 1978) . The method has since been utilized in compiling several SAMs. (JOHN: Why don't you present this method?)
Other Methods
According to Jeffery Round (2001) , "other methods have been used to balance SAMs in practice, using alternative choices of the minimand". He goes on to indicate that "two are particularly worthy of mention: the first alternative is another 'quadratic' minimand; a second alternative is suggested by the similarity of the CE method (problem 2) to RAS (problem 1). A simple hybrid follows, if a cross-entropy minimand based on transactions (i.e. flows) rather than coefficients is combined with 'type 2' problem constraints and possibly additional (linear and nonlinear) constraints. Note that under particular circumstances, the entropy function is easily approximated by the 'chi-square' function". Ludo & Surry (2002) , estimating random input-output coefficients using a maximum entropy approach, state that "The generalized maximum entropy (GME) method is relatively easy to implement in practice, in contrast with other methods, such as maximum likelihood, which is computationally cumbersome and mostly requires ad hoc corrections for the initial negative variance estimates… The GME approach appears to provide a significant improvement compared to OLS and other 'classical' methods… As a result the GME method is an estimation tool that is highly recommendable to practitioners".
Is There a Preferred Method for Balancing a SAM?
On this issue, we cite Round (2001, p.zzz):
" Robinson, et al (2001) carry out a range of Monte Carlo experiments which suggest the superiority of the CE method over RAS in those circumstances (under problem 1 conditions) where comparisons are valid. Günlük-Senesen and Bates (1988) also conduct experiments with several balancing methods under similar problem 1 conditions and observe more mixed outcomes. One problem in carrying out experiments is that the criteria for assessing success (the measures of closeness of an adjusted matrix to a 'true' matrix) are intimately related to the choice of minimand. Therefore there is an inherent bias built into any experimentation, which makes objectivity difficult. This is precisely why it is fruitful to discuss the choice of a preferred method by starting with a clarification of objectives. For example, do you want to get "good" coefficients, or "good" flow estimates? Are all coefficients equally "important"? What do you consider to be the nature of your prior information? Is it the overall structure of transactions (flows), or sectoral structure (coefficient)? The relatively close analytical relationships between the most frequently-used alternative methods for balancing SAMs suggest that if the required adjustments are relatively small then the differences between the methods are likely also to be small. Schneider and Zenios (1990) applied five methods to the unbalanced and highly aggregated SAM (n = 5) used by Stone (1977) to demonstrate an application of the StoneByron method. The differences between the resulting balanced SAMs were of a very small order of magnitude. Of course, for a higher dimensional SAM or where the required adjustments are large then the differences might be greater. In spite of the apparent preference for the crossentropy method by many compilers of SAMs, the Stone-Byron method (possibly extended to include additional constraints) does seem to have some advantages over alternative methods. In particular it allows us to incorporate judgment on the relative reliability of data sources and is therefore closer to the spirit of the problem at hand. In fact, Stone-Byron was used to balance the Ghana SAM (Powell and Round, 1996) although, as the SUT table had been balanced prior to the rest of the SAM, the dimension of the unbalanced matrix was considerably reduced" Round continues: "Data reconciliation methods were not as arbitrary as it might at first seem. There were essentially three steps involved in the judgment approach. First, the initial data were set alongside each other in the accounting framework to take initial stock of the problem. Secondly, a qualitative judgment was taken on the relative reliability of the alternative estimates, relying on expert local advice. Thirdly, after choosing the most reliable estimates, further scaling and adjustments were made manually to achieve consistency".
Our personal opinion is that all practitioners should maintain a strong element of the judgment approach and not see any SAM-balancing program as a magic solution. In taking stock of the initial data inconsistencies, care should be taken to ensure that all possible sources of error in the initial data have been explored and eliminated. One needs to think long and hard about the possible causes of these inconsistencies and the appropriate adjustments. For example, it is well-known that household surveys tend to understate income. Before applying a program that will modify all the cell values of a SAM to ensure consistency, one may consider adjusting the household income estimate obtained from the household survey. Also, in applying a SAMbalancing program, the program presented below allows the user to incorporate judgment concerning the relative reliability of specific cell values by fixing these values in the program.
A GAMS Program for Balancing a SAM 6
We now present a GAMS code to balance an unbalanced SAM in ten steps. Only steps 1, 2 and 10 require modifications by the user, although modifications are also possible at step 8. To illustrate, we introduce new data into a previously balanced social account matrix. We also show how to add new accounts into a balanced matrix.
Define matrix accounts
The user must first declare the SAM accounts. The GAMS command "SET" is used. The account set is named I and contains all accounts including the account "TOT" for total. Instead of actual account names, it is possible to assign numbers to the accounts when the dimensions are large, e.g. A1, A2, A3… A4000. To further lighten the program, the following notation can be adopted in GAMS: A1*A4000. Here the "TOT" account will be the last: e.g. A4000. We then declare another sub-set INT of I representing all SAM accounts except the total. In this section, you can add as many other sets or sub-sets as you need (e.g. for later definition of constraints). 
$TITLE
Input Data
In this section, the user must input the data from the unbalanced matrix "SAM0". This can be done in many ways. Data can be imported directly from an Excel spreadsheet by using the xlimport command 7 from XLLINK program. In this case, matrix position, name and range should be given and must exclude the row and column totals. Alternatively, the original matrix can be saved in ASCII format ("prn" format in Excel) and then directly imported into the GAMS code with the "$include" command. Finally, the data can be manually copied as a " Table" . 
Normalize Initial Matrix Cell Values
The program defines a total of cell values for the unbalanced matrix, "TOTO", and calculates its value. All matrix transaction flows are then normalized by dividing by "TOTO". This step does not require any modifications by the user. 
Treatment of Negative Values
The entropy method does not allow negative values. To solve this problem, we simply transpose these values to their counterpart cell before balancing the SAM. Indeed, as the SAM represents flows from one account to another, a negative flow from account A to account B is equivalent to an equal positive flow from account B to account A. For example, if SAMO(6,5) is negative, an equal amount is added to cell SAMO(5,6) and the cell SAMO(6,5) is set equal to zero. To recall where these negative values belong, the program first defines a new matrix, NEG. The positions of all negative values are indicated in the new matrix by a "1". This step does not require any modifications by the user. 
Treatment of Zero Values
To avoid having to take the log of zero in the entropy method, the program adds a small amount (delta) to each cell value. This parameter must be as small as possible to avoid influencing the results. By default, it is equal to .0000000000001. This step does not require any modifications by the user. *Non-zero log parameter SCALARS delta Non-zero log parameter; delta =.0000000000001;
Definition of Variables Used in Optimization Process
A new matrix "NSAM" and variable "OPT" are declared. OPT is the objective function variable which has to be minimized. The number of variables is I cells of matrix plus the optimum variable. This step does not require any modifications by the user.
*Definition of variables VARIABLES NSAM(I,J)
New SAM with transposed negative values OPT Distance variable;
Definition and Initialization of Model Equations
Three sets of equations are used to balance the matrix: an optimization equation "OPTIMIZE", defined differently for the OLS and CE approaches, and two sets of constraint equations, the first equalizing each row total to its corresponding column total, the second setting the sum of all proportions to one. 
*Program equations
Model Solving
All equations are used in the model solving statement. The solver is defined in OPTION statement. The SOLVE command minimizes the variable OPT using a non linear algorithm. This step does not require any modifications by the user. The user must provide the name and range of the Excel file for exporting the new matrix. A file with this name must previously exist. It will remain unchanged except for the defined range of the SAM. 
*Model
